Submission: Catastrophic Risk Review
Summary
In the United States, cost-benefit analysis plays a substantial role in government policy making in traditional
regulatory areas, such as automobile safety and air quality. But the management of catastrophic risk has
largely fallen outside the purview of cost-benefit analysis. The primary reasons that cost-benefit analysis has
played a less important role in the context of catastrophic risks are procedural, rather than methodological.
Although improvements can be made to cost-benefit analysis techniques to better account for catastrophic
risks, the more important set of reforms—and the ones discussed in this proposal—are institutional.
In the U.S. regulatory context, cost-benefit analysis is embedded in the process of regulatory review, which is
almost entirely reactive. Agencies initiate regulatory proposals and then work with the Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) to analyze the effects of their proposals and make revisions in light of that
analysis. OIRA has very little influence over agency agenda setting, which is instead dominated by legal and
political factors that are largely unmoored from cost-benefit considerations.
For traditional regulatory areas, the reactive posture of OIRA may not be ideal, but it is not altogether
debilitating. In these areas, robust administrative agencies with substantial statutory mandates and long
traditions of regulation are relatively well-positioned to identify and respond to policy needs. OIRA’s role of
channeling and coordinating agency energies helps produce rules that are better justified and more likely to
lead to net social benefits.
But the situation is very different for catastrophic risks. Regulatory review is well-suited for reining in
overactive agencies or delaying or stopping imprudent agency action. But there are a wide range of
catastrophic risks that are more likely to be exacerbated by government inaction than government action.
Because OIRA does not evaluate agency agenda setting, cost-benefit analysis is not applied to the most
consequential government decisions concerning catastrophic risks—the choice not to act.
The institutional reform discussed in this proposal is a Catastrophic Risk Review process, spearheaded by
OIRA, that would examine catastrophic risks and potential government responses through a cost-benefit
lens. This review process would build on earlier experiments in which OIRA has played a more proactive role
in initiating regulatory actions. The two most successful of these experiments were the practice of prompt
letters under the George W. Bush administration and the regulatory lookback undertaken by the Barack
Obama administration. The Catastrophic Risk Review will also take advantage of OIRA’s experience in crossagency coordination and harmonization, including the Obama administration’s interagency working group on
the social cost of carbon, and the Bush administration’s Circular A-4 guidance document on cost-benefit
analysis methodology.
The purpose of this process would be to find areas where tangible, cost-benefit justified policy steps can be
undertaken to manage catastrophic risks. The Catastrophic Risk Review would be overseen and partially
staffed by OIRA, but should also include an interagency coordination group. There should be at least one
round of public comments to help identify risks and potential responses. The Review should have a relatively
sweeping purview, examining regulatory as well as other governance tools, such as research subsidies or even
new legislation, that may be appropriate.
Ideally, Catastrophic Risk Review would lead to an ongoing process of identifying and addressing this
important category of risk. Right now, there is, essentially, a backlog of unaddressed catastrophic risk, so a
substantial initial effort is needed. After that backlog has been cleared, a more regularized updating process
can evaluate existing efforts on identified risks and determine whether new risks merit further attention.
The products of a Catastrophic Risk Review could include new actions undertaken by executive agencies,
recommendations to Congress for legislation or funding, or guidance on methodological updates to costbenefit analysis to better account for catastrophic risks.
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Proposed language
Executive Order 13,563 includes the following language on retrospective analysis, which can serve as a
template for Catastrophic Risk Review:
Sec. 6. Retrospective Analyses of Existing Rules. (a) To facilitate the periodic review of existing
significant regulations, agencies shall consider how best to promote retrospective analysis of rules
that may be outmoded, ineffective, insufficient, or excessively burdensome, and to modify,
streamline, expand, or repeal them in accordance with what has been learned. Such retrospective
analyses, including supporting data, should be released online whenever possible.
(b) Within 120 days of the date of this order, each agency shall develop and submit to the Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs a preliminary plan, consistent with law and its resources and
regulatory priorities, under which the agency will periodically review its existing significant
regulations to determine whether any such regulations should be modified, streamlined, expanded, or
repealed so as to make the agency's regulatory program more effective or less burdensome in
achieving the regulatory objectives.
The proposed language, which could be included in a more general Executive Order or Presidential
Memorandum on regulatory review, is as follows:
Sec. X Catastrophic Risk Review (a) Catastrophic risks are those that threaten the continued viability
of the national community. Risks that arise from pandemics, environmental crises, asteroids,
weapons of mass destruction, or other advanced technologies (such as artificial intelligence and
bioengineering) could profoundly disrupt the future of humankind. Identifying, analyzing, and
addressing such risks are among the most critical tasks of the regulatory system.
(b) The Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs shall convene a Catastrophic Risk Review
Working Group to develop and initiate a government-wide assessment and review of catastrophic
risks. Each agency, consistent with law and its resources and regulatory priorities, shall submit to this
Working Group a preliminary plan to identify and examine catastrophic risks within its mandate.
After opportunity for public comment and engagement, but no later than 300 days past the date of
this order, the Working Group shall issue recommendations for regulatory or legislative reforms to
facilitate consistent evaluation and management of catastrophic risks.
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Essay: Catastrophic Risk Review
Introduction
When Robert Oppenheimer was asked about his memories of the first successful test of a nuclear bomb at
the Trinity site near Los Alamos, New Mexico, he recalled a line from the Bhagavad Gita where the god
Vishnu takes on a terrifying, multiarmed form and says, “Now I am become death, the destroyer of worlds.” 1
For many, the successful test of nuclear arms confirmed the human capacity to generate catastrophic risks—
to become world-destroyers. As technological development has continued apace in the past three-quarters of
a century, that potential has become only increasingly clear.
Fortunately, many catastrophic risks can, in theory, be efficiently managed. Although the risk of nuclear war is
ever present, substantial steps have been taken to control access to bomb-making materials and to reduce
existing stockpiles. At the same time, our understanding of the physical principles that underlie nuclear arms
have also engendered the development of nuclear energy, a technology that, while it carries its own risks, also
offers significant advantages as a carbon-free and stable source of electricity.
The challenge, as always, is to identify government interventions that generate risk-reduction benefits that
justify their costs. In the United States, the use of cost-benefit analysis has a decades-long pedigree and is a
well-entrenched part of the administrative state. However, evaluation of catastrophic risks using cost-benefit
principles lags more traditional regulatory areas such as automobile safety and air quality. To bring
catastrophic risks into the cost-benefit fold, reforms are needed.
Some of these reforms are methodological. When future costs and benefits are discounted, steps to avoid
even extreme or catastrophic harms may be treated as having little value in present-day terms if the harms
they avoid occur far enough in the future.2 Catastrophes may also impose harms that are different in kind
than standard risks. The harm of a catastrophe that wipes out all of humankind is not captured by the sum of
the value of statistical life of each person alive at the time of the event because such a catastrophe would cut
off the possibility of all future lives.3 Catastrophic risks may involve some effects that are currently difficult to
value and are left unquantified using existing techniques. 4 Methodological reforms of the standard practice of
cost-benefit analysis in the United States could improve how such catastrophic risks are valued.
However, the primary barriers to appropriate treatment of catastrophic risks in U.S. regulatory decision
making are not methodological. Even if appropriate methodological reforms were made, the institutional
context of how cost-benefit analysis fits into the regulatory process would lead to inadequate attention to
catastrophic risks. Although it is possible that a catastrophic risk could be created or exacerbated by an agency
action of some kind, it is far more likely that the failure to act, rather than an action imprudently undertaken,
would contribute to catastrophic risks. Indeed, agency inaction almost certainly already contributes to
catastrophic risks on many fronts—climate change is an obvious example, but almost all categories of
catastrophic risks, including those arising from advanced artificial intelligence, asteroid impacts, pandemics,
KAI BIRD & MARTIN J. SHERWIN, AMERICAN PROMETHEUS: THE TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY OF J. ROBERT
OPPENHEIMER 309 (2006).
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weapons of mass destruction, and bioengineering, are exacerbated by the failure of U.S. policymakers to take
steps that are currently available and that would be cost-benefit justified, even using current cost-benefit
analysis methodologies.
For cost-benefit analysis to play a useful role in informing regulatory decision making regarding catastrophic
risks, the primary reforms that are needed are institutional rather than methodological. Currently, cost-benefit
analysis is used during a reactive process of regulatory oversight: agency agendas are developed on the basis
of various legal, policy, and political criteria, and cost-benefit analyses are prepared of individual regulatory
proposals. These analyses are then reviewed by the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) in
the White House and become part of the administrative record that is reviewed by courts in the course of
litigation challenging agency decisions, typically under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). Cost-benefit
analysis is an important input during the process of regulatory design and analysis, but it plays a much more
limited role in the context of agency agenda setting. 5 Given this institutional arrangement, it is extremely
difficult for cost-benefit analysis to be used to call attention to underappreciated risks.
There have been attempts by prior administrations to leverage OIRA’s cost-benefit expertise to inform
efforts by the White House to direct agency agenda setting. The two most successful were the practice of
prompt letters initiated by Administrator John Graham during the George W. Bush administration and the
regulatory lookback effort initiated by Administrator Cass Sunstein during the Barack Obama administration. 6
Prompt letters were used by OIRA to direct agency attention to cost-benefit-justified actions that the agencies
were not undertaking. Some prompt letters were deregulatory in nature, and agencies were directed to existing
regulatory interventions that OIRA believed should be either revised or rescinded. 7 But prompt letters were
also used to address the failure of agencies to address certain risks. The regulatory lookback process was
initiated to urge agencies to review their existing stock of regulatory requirements to identify rules that were
good candidates for revision on cost-benefit criteria. In the lookback process, all agencies were directed to
submit reports to OIRA on the results of this review process, and many agencies identified, and ultimately
adopted, reforms that led to substantial cost savings.
Building on these prior efforts, this essay proposes a Catastrophic Risk Review process, spearheaded by
OIRA, that would examine opportunities across the federal government to address catastrophic risks, and
would also identify governance gaps where existing authority is inadequate. The purpose of this process
would be to find areas where tangible, cost-benefit-justified policy steps could be undertaken to manage
catastrophic risks. The potential policy measures examined should include regulatory interventions as well as
other governance tools, including research subsidies, that may be appropriate. This process could be used to
inform agency agenda setting as well as OIRA’s annual Report to Congress on the Costs and Benefits of
Federal Rulemaking.
Because OIRA is already severely over-taxed with its existing functions, 8 there is a concern that any additional
responsibilities would necessarily require OIRA to shift personnel from its core functions. For this reason,
were the administration to undertake a Catastrophic Risk Review, it should request additional resources from
Congress to appropriately staff this initiative. OIRA is chronically underfunded, and any additional
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responsibilities charged to the agency should be met with appropriate increases in the resources that are
available to the office.
The remainder of this Essay proceeds as follows. Part I provides some background on the limited role of
cost-benefit analysis is agency-agenda setting, discussing the legal, institutional, and political factors that
influence how agencies allocate their limited resources. Part II discusses the problem of agency inaction,
examining problems of overly active and overly passive agencies. Part III describes why catastrophic risks are
particularly prone to generate agency inattention and inaction. This part draws from relevant psychological
literature on risk perception, as well as more general political theory concerning agency incentives. Part IV
outlines a proposed Catastrophic Risk Review, describing how it can build on successful prior practices, and
how it can help integrate cost-benefit analysis into the process of understanding and addressing risks that
have the potential to profoundly affect the future of humankind.

I. Cost-Benefit Analysis and Agency Agenda Setting
Among the most important decisions that agencies face is how to allocate their limited capacities. Agencies
are charged with a wide range of tasks that include rulemaking and enforcement, permitting, grant oversight,
and research. The resources to carry out these tasks, which include personnel, political capital, and financing,
are all, of course, scarce. Given the substantial mandates of many agencies, there is a nearly unlimited possible
set of priorities that they could adopt. Even in an ideal decision-making environment, determining how to
distribute finite resources to best promote public well-being would be a difficult and complex task. And, of
course, agencies are not embedded in an ideal decision-making environment. Instead, they must tailor their
agendas to fit legal constraints, changing priorities of political overseers, and an often-steady stream of smallscale emergencies.
In practice, there are wide range of influences that affect how agencies devote their time and energies. 9 The
most important class of external influences arise from courts, Congress, and the White House. With respect
to courts, agencies are continually emmeshed in litigation, which expose them to near-constant oversight by
courts. Judges commonly strike down and seek to shape agency actions. The standards set by judicial
review—foremost, how courts have interpreted the “arbitrary or capricious” standard under the APA—have
created a wide-ranging set of procedural and analytic requirements. 10 These requirements dictate, to a
considerable extent, the resources that agencies must devote to the rulemaking process. The extensive
requirements of courts constrain the agenda space of agencies, given a finite rulemaking budget. Courts also
review how agencies interpret the laws that they administer and regularly reverse agency actions that are
determined to be contrary to statutory authority.
With respect to Congress, the most straightforward mechanism of legislative control is through the law,
which determines the scope of agency authority and often prescribes in substantial detail how regulatory
activities must take place.11 Congress also sets agency budgets, and the budget rider process is frequently
directed at affecting agency decision making. Agencies must also be responsive to congressional hearings and
other oversight activities.
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The White House is the third major oversight body. Political scientist Terry Moe has usefully classified the
tools that Presidents use to influence agency decision making as either centralization or politicization.12
Centralization tools shift the locus of decision making from agencies to the White House. The canonical
example of centralization is regulatory review by OIRA, but there is now a substantial presidential
bureaucracy that either substitutes for, or at the very least complements, agency decision making.
Politicization refers to the increasing trend of Presidents to place loyalists in the most senior managerial
positions at agencies. These political appointees are then charged with ensuring that agencies reflect the
current priorities of the administration.
Beyond the constitutional branches, there are a wide range of external actors that affect how agencies allocate
their scarce resources, in part mediated through courts, Congress, or the White House. Under the APA and
other relevant laws, interested parties can petition agencies for rulemakings, and, when those petitions are
denied, agencies may be called to defend those decisions in court. A petitioning process under the
Endangered Species Act is a common tool used by environmental organizations for directing agency attention
to species of concern.13 In Massachusetts v. EPA, the Supreme Court found that the Clean Air Act provided
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with the authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions in the
course of reviewing that agency’s denial of a petition for rulemaking.14 Private parties also decide what agency
actions they wish to challenge and whether to pursue political action to attempt to trigger oversight by
Congress or the White House.
Agencies also have their own internal reasons to be concerned with the views of interest groups and public
opinion more broadly. Good relations between an agency and regulated actors helps facilitate voluntary
compliance, an essential in light of limited enforcement budgets. 15 Personnel at agencies may seek to maintain
reputations among potential employers to increase their chances of securing lucrative opportunities after their
time in government. The staff at agencies may also be concerned about broader public perceptions of the
efficacy and usefulness of their organizations.
In addition to external influences, agencies have their own internal processes that help shape their agendas.
Some agencies conduct periodic reviews of certain regulatory regimes to update requirements on the basis of
new information. New regulatory initiatives are sometimes undertaken as the result of internal study groups
or task forces. Agency culture, which tends to remain relatively stable over time, likely also has a role to play
in influencing agency agenda setting. Agencies also attend to the work of related government institutions,
including other agencies, as well as scientific institutions and assessment bodies, such as those convened by
the National Academies. Pressures within the executive is another set of influences on agency agenda
setting.16
A perhaps striking feature of the various external and internal influences on agency agenda setting is the lack
of any formal use of cost-benefit criteria. Some judges may also be more positively disposed toward rules that
have overall beneficial effects on society, 17 although the values that individual judges bring to decisions may
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or may not align with efficiency. 18 It is possible that Congress and the White House have some implicit
orientation toward interventions that deliver net benefits, in as much as political officials are judged by voters
on the basis of sound government policy. But interest group pressure, partisanship, and symbolic gesturing
may be as strong an influence on how political oversight is exercised as any concern with efficiency or welfare
maximization. Agencies may have internal norms that favor the prioritization of regulatory actions with
substantial welfare payoffs, but there are many internal factors at play beyond regard for social welfare. The
case-by-case oversight provided by courts is particularly ill-suited toward pressuring agencies to allocate
resources across potential actions in a sensible fashion. There is generally no argument under the APA that an
agency’s action is arbitrary merely because it reflects poor agenda setting (i.e., that the agency could have
engaged in an unrelated action with higher net benefits). These are the kinds of prioritization decisions that
courts are inclined to leave to executive discretion.
The upshot of the decision-making environment faced by agencies is that agenda setting is likely to be
responsive to various actors, but it is very unlikely to reflect a rational allocation of government resources
toward the goal of welfare maximization. Agencies set their agendas to please political overseers, improve
their chances of success in court, respond to pressure from interest groups, and remain in relatively good
standing in the eyes of the public. Elections, the flux of economic and political events, salient accidents that
lead to media attention, and other exigencies often require some form of immediate response, which can
distract agencies from longer-term priorities. A particular problem in the contemporary period is the wildly
oscillating policy priorities of agencies after changes in the White House. 19 It is not uncommon for a
presidential election to result in agency personnel being required to execute an about-face and begin undoing
their work over the prior several years.
Reforms to cost-benefit analysis methodology to improve treatment of catastrophic risks can help agencies
better understand and manage those risks. But because cost-benefit analysis plays relatively little role placing
items on agencies’ agendas, those improvements will be mostly relevant for risks that have been identified,
characterized, and allocated to an agency through some other process—such as congressional oversight. The
processes that affect agency agenda setting are responsive to a wide range of political, economic, and social
forces. But there is no formal, and likely little informal, role for cost-benefit analysis in urging agencies to
shift from the status quo.

II. The Problem of Agency Inaction
As discussed in the previous section, the role of cost-benefit analysis on agency decision making is almost
entirely as a constraint, not a directive force. OIRA reviews agency cost-benefit analyses and may suggest
changes to increase net benefits, but the initiative to start the rulemaking process is with the agency. The
alternatives discussed during review are typically relatively minor revisions, not whether a rule should be
pursued at all in light of available alternative regulatory emphases. Rationality review by courts similarly
focuses on the rule at hand, and courts do not ask agencies to investigate the opportunities of pursing one
regulatory matter over another. Agencies may occasionally decline to pursue regulations that they believe are
not cost-benefit justified—either based on internal norms or due to the presence of executive and judicial
review. But once a rule can be justified on legal and cost-benefit terms, review largely loses its ability to direct
agency behavior.
There is an influential line of thought that agencies will tend to be overactive, zealously pursuing regulatory
mandates and seeking to maximize their influence whenever possible. If this claim is roughly correct, then
For example, libertarian judges may be skeptical of even highly cost-benefit justified government action. Cass R.
Sunstein and Adrian Vermeule, Libertarian Administrative Law, 82 U. CHI. L. REV. 292 (2015). And, with the rise of
textualism, many judges stridently disclaim that policy factors play any role in their process of interpreting legal texts.
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concerns about agency prioritization could be dealt with via the use of cost-benefit analysis as a constraint.
Agencies would be expected to occupy as much space as they possibly can, and regulatory review would limit
that space to cost-benefit-justified rules. The result would be welfare maximizing, in that all cost-benefitjustified regulatory interventions would be identified and exploited. This would hold for interventions to
address catastrophic risks as well as other categories of harm. Under the overactivity hypothesis, whenever an
existing mandate provides authority to address catastrophic risks, agencies can be expected to pursue
regulatory actions in excess of those that would be justified in cost-benefit terms. So long as regulatory review
is there to rein in agencies where needed, the system will achieve appropriate levels of risk management.
The problem with the overactive agency hypothesis is that it is more of a caricature than a realistic picture of
how agencies work in practice.20 The structure of agencies and the political environments in which they are
embedded creates a complex set of incentives and behaviors. Sometimes, that may lead to overly stringent
regulation or harsh enforcement; at other times, agencies will fail to regulate or engage in lax enforcement.
Rather than a consistent set of broad tendencies, agency behavior is highly context specific and can depend
on a wide range of changing factors, including the political oversight of the day or even the specific
inclinations of certain important career personnel.
Many of the arguments offered in support of the overactivity hypothesis have a foundation in reality, but they
also tend to be overly simplistic. For example, economists in the public choice tradition have pointed out that
industry actors may seek out government regulation in their sector as a way to erect barriers to entry. 21 And
this story likely has some element of truth: it may be that the incumbent players can shape regulatory
interventions in ways that limit their exposure to costs while imposing heavy burdens on potential
competitors. This is a legitimate concern and may lead to inefficient rules in some contexts. However,
although industry may attempt to use its influence to seek out new rules that burden competitors, it may also
seek to be free from regulatory costs altogether, shifting the cost of inaction to the broader, less wellorganized public. Even accepting the public choice account of industry influence, it is far from clear that the
net effect of industry lobbying will be overactive government.
Others have focused on the incentives or preferences of agency personnel to argue in favor of the
overactivity hypothesis. Willian Niskanen, for example, argued that agency heads will seek to increase their
own salaries and prestige by seeking ever larger budgets and mandates.22 For Niskanen and others who have
taken up this argument, this tendency toward self-aggrandizement is a simple extension of a rational choice
model applied to agency heads. But the link between the budget and mandate of an agency, and the utility
enjoyed by the agency’s leadership, is extremely tenuous. 23 Agencies are not private firms in which pay for
senior executives is linked to measures such as share prices or profits. An increase in an agency’s budget or
the scope of its mandate does not translate in any straightforward way to monetary compensation for senior
officials. Whatever benefits that are generated by aggrandizement are more likely to be psychological rather
than pecuniary. Seeking out larger budgets and mandates also comes with downsides for agency leadership.
The kind of controversy and oversight associated with expanding budgets and mandates would have disutility
for many agency heads.
Another possibility related to the Niskanen theory is that agency leadership and staff tend to identify with
their agency’s mission, which causes them to focus myopically on forwarding that mission at the expense of
the broader social good. Again, there is some plausibility to this idea, and this phenomenon may have an
influence on agency behavior some of the time. But agency personnel are drawn to government service for
20
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many reasons apart from attraction to an agency’s mission. Some may seek out opportunities for public
service generally, and not have strong commitments to any particular policy area. Others may be attracted to
the pay, benefits, and lifestyle associated with federal government employment and be indifferent to how
their work fits into a broader policy program. Some agency heads may even receive utility from undermining
the work of the agency and shrinking its budget and mandate—there were several appointees during the
Trump administration for whom this appears to have been the case.
Various versions of the overactivity hypothesis also fail to account for the legal and political operating
environment of agencies, which often has a strong status quo bias. Agencies face a host of formal and
informal barriers that increase the cost and decrease the payoff of major regulatory action. Under the
Administrative Procedure Act, agencies have substantial data collection, reason-giving, and public
participation requirements. Internal executive requirements concerning interagency cooperation and
regulatory review further add time and resource costs to agency action. These analytic and participatory
requirements may all be justified, and may lead to improved decision making, but they nonetheless imposed
burdens on agency action.
The process of judicial review also adds an extraordinary amount of uncertainty to the regulatory process.
Even after years of expensive regulatory process and detailed analysis, even a very well justified rule can be
struck down by an ill-disposed appellate court panel. Courts have many options for striking down agency
rules, including flaws (or purported flaws) in a rulemaking process or substantive disagreement over the
interpretation of a relevant statute. Recent changes in administrative law, such as the expanded “major
questions” doctrine announced in West Virginia v. EPA, only inject further uncertainty into the process of
judicial review.24 As with the procedural requirements of the APA and the analytic requirements within the
executive, judicial review may, overall, be a positive influence on regulatory decision making. But it
nonetheless makes rulemaking more difficult and uncertain.
It is worth emphasizing the asymmetrical nature of the legal environment of agency rulemaking. The
procedural requirements of the APA are triggered by agency action, but not by agency inaction. Although the
APA provides that courts may “compel agency action unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed,”25 the
burden placed on plaintiffs to justify this remedy is so high that this provision is nearly a dead letter.26 Even
denials of petitions for rulemakings (which are technically an agency action) are given extremely deferential
review by agencies. 27 Within the executive, barring the examples discussed in Part IV, agency inaction is not
subject to formal centralized oversight.
There is an important set of counterweights that, to some degree, balance the strong status quo bias of
agencies’ institutional environments. Presidents enter office with policy programs that often rely on agency
action. Especially in an era of partisan gridlock in Congress, Presidents must look to executive agencies to
pursue their policy goals.28 There are several offices within the White House charged with coordinating across
That case involved a challenge to an Environmental Protection Agency rule to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
the electricity-generating sector. Under the “major questions doctrine,” the Court requires “clear congressional
authorization” for agency regulatory authority in certain cases. West Virginia v. EPA, 597 U.S. ___, No. 20–1530, slip op.
at 19 (U.S. Sup. Ct. June 30, 2022). This sweeping judicial power to strike down agency actions, coupled with the
vagueness of the doctrine, creates substantial uncertainty for agencies engaged in rulemakings.
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government agencies to promote the administration’s agenda. These entities—such as the Domestic Policy
Council and various ad hoc advisors’ offices—provide a source of pressure on agencies that encourage them
to be active in relevant domains. Presidents are also inclined to act, or be perceived as acting, on the crises of
the day, which is another impetus for agency action. And although action can subject an agency to external
critique, including by Congress, in certain circumstances, agency inaction will also be criticized. Especially in
the case of highly salient negative events—such as the Flint Water Crisis—agency inaction can come under
harsh scrutiny.
If these counterweights—which provide agencies with an impetus to action—are sufficiently strong, it is at
least possible that in some areas, a system in which cost-benefit analysis acts primarily as a constraint could
lead to efficient outcomes. In a policy domain that the White House has prioritized, an agency could face
sufficient pressure to act such that the main concern (from a social welfare perspective) is too much, rather
than too little, activity. There are good reasons to be skeptical that there is an overall tendency within the
administrative state toward overactivity. But whether there are specific policy domains where such a dynamic
exists will be a context-specific empirical question. For reasons described in the next Part, catastrophic risk is
unlikely to be such a domain.

III. Systematic Inattention to Catastrophic Risk
There are three primary reasons why agencies are often likely to underemphasize catastrophic risks. The first
is legal. Catastrophic risks are often cross-cutting and are not clearly delegated to specific agencies. The
second is political. In a constitutional system that is fundamentally grounded in electoral accountability, longterm, global risks will likely be underprioritized. The third is psychological. Human beings have difficulty
reasoning about low-probability events and long time horizons; this leads both voters and government
officials to neglect catastrophic risks. A dedicated review process focused on catastrophic risks through a
cost-benefit lens, discussed in more detail in Part IV, can help overcome these biases.
Catastrophic harms may come in many shapes, only some of which fit easily in the agency mandates
constructed in U.S. law. The response to the covid-19 pandemic is illustrative. Authority over the varied
public policy responses to the pandemic was deeply fractured. Vertically, important decisions were vested at
all levels, from municipalities through states to the national government. Horizontally, different agencies were
charged with different elements of the response, which included outbreak monitoring, public health
measures, vaccine and drug development, and deployment of medical resources. Coordination was a constant
challenge and pandemic-related policies quickly became embroiled in partisan conflict, which reduced the
efficacy of the U.S. response.
The fractured authority over pandemic-related policies not only inhibited efforts to address covid-19 after it
emerged. Perhaps more important was the inadequacy of ex-ante planning to address a threat of this kind.
The risk of a severe global pandemic was well known within the public health community, and near misses
with earlier coronavirus outbreaks had provided ample warning even that this specific family of viruses posed
a threat. Nevertheless, the lack of a clear delegation of authority to a competent agency charged with building
the necessary capacity and policies to address pandemic risks likely contributed to the chaotic and ineffective
U.S. response.
Climate change is an example of a context wherein management of catastrophic risk, even in a near-best-case
scenario, the muddled nature of authority and its diffusion between multiple actors raises challenges. Since at
least the Clinton administration, the Environmental Protection Agency has interpreted the Clean Air Act to
grant it authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions. That authority was settled in Massachusetts v. EPA and
the agency has moved forward, in a limited way, with rules to reduce emissions. But national authority over
climate policy more generally is more fractured, with the Department of Energy, the Agriculture Department,
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and others playing a role in various
elements of climate research and policy. Some states—most notably California—have played a leading role as
10

well, in part because the federal government’s response has been weak and inconsistent. And even EPA’s
authority is under a cloud of uncertainty after the Supreme Court’s recent decision in West Virginia.29
For other catastrophic risks, the situation is even more dire. There is no agency like the EPA that has taken a
leading role in addressing advanced artificial intelligence, bioengineering, or other sources of catastrophic risk.
In many instances, the concern is not that authority is too diffused—as is likely the case for pandemic risks.
Rather, authority is sufficiently unclear that it is difficult to even identify a default actor whose responsibility it
would be to recognize and begin to consider the relevant risk. This missing responsibility makes inattention
to catastrophic risks all the more likely.
The nature of the U.S. political process also biases government decision makers toward inattention to many
catastrophic risks. Large-scale nuclear war, climate change, artificial intelligence, severe global pandemics,
runaway bioengineering, and asteroid strikes all present substantial scale mismatches with national electoral
democracy. These scale mismatches arise because the vast majority of stakeholders who are affected by
decisions concerning these risks fall outside the voting public.
The first scale mismatch is spatial. Many, if not all, catastrophic risks are global in nature. To qualify as
catastrophic, a risk must place an extremely large number of people in harm’s way and threaten the continued
viability of human development, modern civilization, or humankind. For national-level political processes,
most of the harms caused by actions that exacerbate catastrophic risks, or benefits that result from steps to
mitigate these risks, will fall extra-jurisdictionally. We can expect rational self-interested politicians and voters
to underinvest attention in these issues, from the perspective of global welfare. More salient, localized issues,
such as employment, economic growth, crime, and education, will likely continue to win out for attention
compared to catastrophic risks whose effects will occur on a global scale.
The covid-19 pandemic and climate change again illustrate the natural domestic myopia of national
institutions. Despite the clearly global nature of these threats, policies made at the national level have tended
to favor local interests and disregard cross-border effects. With respect to the pandemic, vaccine supplies
were, and continue to be, distributed extremely unevenly across the globe, with the richer countries
experiencing an oversupply, and developing countries continuing to struggle to gain access to high-quality
vaccines. This situation has created opportunities for the virus to mutate, leading to successive rounds of
variants that have increasing ability to evade existing vaccines. A global approach would have focused vaccine
supply in a more efficient manner to maximize total immunity and reduce the risks caused by new variants.
With respect to climate change, the debate in the United States over the social cost of carbon encapsulates the
difficulties associated with national-level policymakers addressing global catastrophic challenges. The social
cost of carbon is a monetary estimate of the damages associated with greenhouse gas emissions. There are a
number of contested questions that arise when estimating the social cost of carbon, including how best to
model damages and the discount rate to use for harms in the future. In the United States, the question of
whether the social cost of carbon should include all damages, or only those that occur domestically, has also
arisen. The Obama and Biden administrations have used a global estimate, while the Trump administration
favored a domestic-only social cost of carbon. Without debating the economic, legal, or ethical merits of the
alternative approaches to the social cost of carbon, the controversy demonstrates that at least some of the
time, domestic political institutions can be expected to discount, or even disregard entirely, the global
consequences of their actions. 30
The second scale mismatch is temporal. Most catastrophic risks are long term and relatively unlikely to be
realized within the next few decades. But even very small risks, if they are consistent, are translated into near
certainties over time. For example, if each year, humanity faces a one-in-a-million risk of an asteroid strike,
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then the risk of occurrence within a timespan that is meaningful for politics, which operates at a decadal basis
at most, would still be very small. But over a 50,000-year time horizon (roughly the period of time since the
Cognitive Revolution) the same risk translates into, approximately, a 5% probability of a strike at some point.
Political cycles are entirely out of sync with these time spans, and seemingly rational treatment of de minimis
probabilities results in the neglect of very meaningful risks over the long term.
If a catastrophic risk were realized, it would also impose costs indefinitely. An artificial super-intelligence that
was indifferent to human well-being might convert massive amounts of resources to its own aims,
substantially reducing the prospects of human development. 31 Such an occurrence would likely be irreversible,
as the super-intelligence would continue to advance while humankind stagnated. The prospects of generation
after generation of people would be severely diminished, potential affecting many billions of persons. But
nearly all (or all) of the persons at risk from these harms have not yet been born, and they are certainly not
voting members of the public. The normal functioning of democratic institutions will orient them toward the
concerns of existing voters, not such future persons.
Finally, the human beings that make up the voting public, politicians, and agency personnel are all subject to
psychological tendencies that incline them to underemphasize certain types of catastrophic risks. There is a
substantial body of research that documents the difficulties that people have with thinking in probabilistic
terms, especially when the relevant probabilities are very small. 32 People will sometimes ignore events whose
probabilities fall below a certain threshold. 33 In the case of many catastrophic risks, the probability that any
would occur in a given person’s lifespan is quite small, potentially leading to the neglect of this risk altogether.
The consequences of catastrophic risks—such as nuclear war, large-scale environmental destruction, or
asteroid strike—may be so grave that people may avoid thinking about them in order to prevent negative
emotional experiences. 34 These risks can also be difficult to manage, leading to feelings of ineffectiveness and
helplessness—both negative emotions that people will tend to avoid if possible.35 The solutions that do exist
may also involve institutional or policy choices that people may find unpleasant. 36 Increased government
supervision of technological development—which may be necessary to monitor and mitigate the risks
associated with artificial intelligence—may strike many people as intrusive and contrary to values of economic
liberty. Global cooperation to address climate change may challenge people’s national-level identify affiliation.
Aversion to such solutions may lead people to downplay or deemphasize the risk in question, so that they
might avoid the cognitive dissonance associated with making tragic choices between undertaking necessary
but disagreeable steps to address a catastrophic risk or making an informed and clear-eyed choice not to.
It bears mentioning that the overall effect of many of these psychological tendencies is ambiguous, and some
of them may result in people paying too much attention to certain types of catastrophic risks. For example, a
substantial body of research shows that people are inclined to overestimate risks when they are salient. 37 The
entertainment industry plays a role in vividly rendering some catastrophic risks in realistic terms that are easily
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accessible to the human imagination.38 Dreaded risks also tend to be overestimated.39 But at least some of the
time, human psychology will lead relevant decisionmakers to avoid focusing on certain catastrophic risks,
even when it would be rational to do so.

IV. Catastrophic Risk Review
The prior three sections have established the problem. Currently, there is little formal role for cost-benefit
analysis in agency agenda setting. Catastrophic risks, like all other risks that are relevant for government
decision making, are primarily weighed in a cost-benefit fashion after agency agendas have already been firmly
set. This state of affairs, in which the role of cost-benefit analysis is to constrain agency behavior, would be
acceptable if agencies could be expected to be generally overactive, expanding and pushing their authority to
the maximum extent possible. But this is the not the case, especially so for catastrophic risks. Agencies are
complex entities operating in complex political environments. Some of the time, agencies may tend toward
overactivity, but there is at least as much reason to be concerned with agency inaction as with inefficient
action. And catastrophic risks have several legal, political, and psychological dimensions that make inattention
particularly likely.
The proposal in this Essay is to address this problem through a new executive review process focused on
catastrophic risks. OIRA would coordinate an interagency process in which catastrophic risks could be
identified and policy alternatives could be evaluated using cost-benefit criteria. This new process would be
modeled on prior experiences with OIRA and agency agenda setting. Catastrophic Risk Review could also
provide the occasion for the development and reform of cost-benefit analysis methodologies that were
tailored to that particular context.
Although cost-benefit analysis and OIRA review has generally been reactive—relying on other processes to
set agency agendas and then using cost-benefit analysis to steer agencies on courses that are already set—
there are some notable exceptions. Administrations of both political parties have employed OIRA in
innovative ways to help prod agencies to action. This more proactive posture for OIRA has met with notable
success, and these experiences can help establish a template for a Catastrophic Risk Review process.
An important example of OIRA taking on a more proactive role was the practice of issuing “prompt letters”
under the administration of George W. Bush. Carried out during the term of OIRA Administrator John
Graham, prompt letters were public requests by OIRA to an agency for some kind of agency action. 40 During
the Bush administration a dozen prompt letters were issued on a wide range of issues, including one urging
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to examine rules to reduce harms from off-center
automobile collisions, and another requesting that the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
investigate the benefits of requiring automated external defibrillators (AEDs) in the workplace. Perhaps the
most successful prompt letter was a request to the Food and Drug Administration to move forward with a
labeling requirement for trans-fat content in food. 41 Prompt letters were not always used to promote
additional regulation; one important letter issued by Graham encouraged agencies to review a set of several
dozen rules that, OIRA argued, imposed inefficient costs.42
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OIRA undertook an even more substantial and sustained proactive role during the Obama administration.
Midway through his first term in office, and with economic effects of the Great Recession still lingering,
President Obama issued an executive order requiring agencies to initiate a process of retrospective analysis to
identify rules to be “modified, streamlined, expanded, or repealed.”43 OIRA issued guidance on how to
conduct this regulatory lookback, and agencies were given deadlines to submit preliminary plans, collect
public feedback, and issue final plans to update, change, or rescind rules. 44 Eventually, agencies identified
several hundred initiatives that promised billions of dollars in net savings. 45 This regulatory lookback built on
efforts of earlier presidents to coordinate similar government-wide reassessment of the stock of existing
rules.46
Although neither the prompt letters nor the regulatory lookback generated overwhelming outcomes, they
were nonetheless useful innovations that had important successes. It is likely that important rules were
adopted, or at least expedited, through the prompt letter process. Similarly, the regulatory lookback redirected
agency resources to a reassessment process that identified reforms that likely would have languished. Of
course, it is difficult to determine, overall, whether these efforts were wise uses of agency resources. It is
possible that by diverting agency attention from other work to respond to these central demands, other even
more net beneficial projects were delayed. Indeed, both the prompt letters and the regulatory lookback were
responsive in part to the political exigencies of the day: during the Bush administration, to not appear overly
anti-regulatory, and during the Obama administration, to push back against claims that agencies were prone
to overregulate. Regardless of their overall value, however, prompt letters and regulatory lookback provided a
proof of concept that OIRA can use its position in a proactive fashion, in line with cost-benefit principles,
when an administration is interested in doing so.
Other processes that provide some precedent for an OIRA-led Catastrophic Risk Review are governmentwide guidance documents that the Office has issued. OIRA was the lead coordinator of the interagency
process that developed the social cost of carbon, used by agencies across the federal government when
estimating the effects of decisions with consequences for greenhouse gas emissions. OIRA also issued
Circular A-4, which establishes best practices for conducting cost-benefit analysis across the government. In
addition, OIRA is charged with issuing annual reports to Congress on the costs and benefits of federal
rulemaking. These reports have historically provided the office with opportunities to highlight important
open questions in cost-benefit analysis methodology and risk regulation.
Based on these prior experiences, there are some important features that Catastrophic Risk Review should
have. Ideally, as was the case for the regulatory lookback, it should be initiated by the President in an
executive order. Presidential leadership can help establish the importance of the process and ensure adequate
agency attention. It should also be government-wide and systematic, again similar to the regulatory lookback
and social cost of carbon processes. Although the prompt letters were valuable, they were also ad hoc. It was
easier to dismiss prompt letters as an artifact of the personal views of a particular OIRA administration,
rather than as reflecting a widely shared, cross-administration consensus. OIRA can play a coordinating and
oversight role, and OIRA personnel could staff the project, but an interagency coordinating group should
also be appointed to elicit expertise and generate buy-in across the executive.
One feature of the prompt letters that Catastrophic Risk Review should adopt is a focus on identifying high
net present value undertakings. Although OIRA has an institutional orientation toward net-benefit
maximization, there have been instances when the agency was directed to ignore net benefits in favor of other
priorities. For example, Trump administration executive orders required agencies to impose no new net costs
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through regulation, and to rescind two rules for every one rule that they issued. Neither one of these
requirements included any language to ensure that they were implemented in such a way as to maximize net
benefits. These Trump-era requirements have been criticized as irrational and inconsistent with OIRA’s larger
mission. 47 Were Catastrophic Risk Review oriented toward the precautionary principle or some other criteria
that was not welfare maximization, there is some risk that it could be viewed similarly as outside OIRA’s
purview and conflicting with deep normative principles embedded in the U.S. administrative state.
Prior experience indicated that there should also be a central role for public participation in Catastrophic Risk
Review. Two successful cases of integrating public participation into OIRA-led cross-government efforts
were in the process of developing Circular A-4, and a public solicitation during the early Obama
administration on improving the process of regulatory review. Circular A-4 developed a draft document that
was subject to interagency review, public comment, and peer review. This process helped improve and
legitimate the document, and the long influence of Circular A-4 helps demonstrate the value of this open and
public process. The Obama administration also issued a public call for comments on the process of
regulatory review generally, and it received a substantial number of suggestions from a diverse set of
commenters. Unfortunately, that process did not ultimately produce substantive reforms, but it nonetheless
created a forum to collect innovative ideas from interested parties. By contrast to these two more public
processes, the interagency working group on the social cost of carbon was an internal government process
that did not subject its work to public comment or peer review. The social cost of carbon has met with some
criticism due to the non-public nature of its development. It is likely the case that, at the very least from a
legitimacy perspective, the social cost of carbon adopted during the Obama administration would have
benefited from opportunities for public comment and peer review. 48
Given the cross-cutting nature of catastrophic risks, and the reality that many of these issues do not map
cleanly onto existing agency mandates, it would be useful for Catastrophic Risk Review to be explicitly
oriented to identify a range of government policy options, with potentially different institutional audiences.
Prompt letters and regulatory lookback sought to identify agency action—regulatory or deregulatory—and a
list of actions for agencies to consider would certainly be a useful output from Catastrophic Risk Review. But
the review process could also identify policies that require congressional action, and these findings could be
summarized in a document such as OIRA’s annual report to Congress. Catastrophic Risk Review could also
identify areas where funding for research through entities like the National Science Foundation would be
appropriate, or where assessment reports by bodies such as the National Academy of Sciences could usefully
inform policy. Catastrophic Risk Review could also identify areas of cost-benefit analysis methodology that
should be updated in light of catastrophic risks.
After an initial period of heightened activity, Catastrophic Risk Review should be incorporated into a longterm, ongoing process of identifying and addressing catastrophic risks. Given the historical inattention to
catastrophic risks, there is a substantial backlog of unaddressed issues. The goal of the first stage of
Catastrophic Risk Review should be to address this backlog, identify outstanding issues, and offer
recommendations for additional measures. Once this initial step has taken place, Catastrophic Risk Review
should transition into a more regularized process of information gathering and agency coordination, perhaps
punctuated with periodic review processes with more intensive staffing and public participation.
To summarize the process just described, Catastrophic Risk Review would be a government-wide and
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economic risks, that was initiated at the presidential level and supervised by OIRA. The review process would
include a substantial public participation component and would be charged with examining and assessing a
range of policy responses from a cost-benefit perspective and making recommendations to agencies,
Congress, and other relevant bodies. Such a process would be a major innovation in how the United States
addresses catastrophic risks and would move these issues from the periphery of government decision making
toward a more central place in setting the long-term agenda for the U.S. policy process.
As should be clear, such a process would require considerable resources. It bears emphasis that OIRA is
already severely stretched in its capacity to address the day-to-day work of the Office. The task of reviewing
regulatory proposals from all of the major agencies is extremely demanding. Not only is technical expertise
required, but considerable time must be spent coordinating across the White House and executive branch.
Simply adding an additional task to OIRA’s already demanding mandate is unlikely to result in a useful and
thorough process. Any additional work burden that is placed on OIRA should be accompanied by
appropriate resources to ensure that the task can be carried out in a timely and careful manner.

Conclusion
The greatest impediment to the use of cost-benefit analysis to improve the management of catastrophic risks
is the reactive nature of regulatory review. In the current regulatory environment, agencies are relatively
unlikely to exacerbate catastrophic risks through their actions. Rather, the greatest contribution of the
regulatory system to catastrophic harms is through inattention and inaction. Improving cost-benefit analysis
methodology, without accompanying procedural reforms, will not remedy this fundamental problem.
This Essay has proposed a new Catastrophic Risk Review process that would focus OIRA and administrative
agencies on the task of identifying catastrophic risks and evaluating steps that could be taken to address them.
If possible, such a process should be initiated at the highest levels, should be government-wide in scope,
should involve substantial public participation, and should contemplate a wide range of risks and potential
policy responses. This Catastrophic Risk Review builds on earlier successes at OIRA in prompting regulatory
action and coordination activity across the executive.
Although many catastrophic risks have relatively small probabilities, the scale of their harms, were they to
come to fruition, are enormous. Human psychology and institutions are ill-suited to recognizing and
managing such risks. But methods like cost-benefit analysis, and processes like regulatory review, persist
exactly because they complement and mitigate these cognitive and institutional limitations. Cost-benefit
analysis can help clarify and debias our understanding of the scale and consequences of catastrophic risks, and
the value—and costs—of efforts to manage these risks. But to be useful, even the best cost-benefit analysis
methodology must be embedded in a process in which it is carried out and its insights can inform meaningful
policy. Catastrophic Risk Review would provide a forum in which the tool of cost-benefit analysis can be put
to good use to identify and support sound government policies to address harms that threaten the continued
viability of the human project.
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